Model WP-480

The battery charger is only compatible with a voltage system of 120VAC, 60Hz. Do not plug the battery charger into a voltage system that is different.

The Water Flosser has 3 settings on the power switch. **O (off)**, **I (low)**, and **II (high)**.

**Unsure how to adjust settings?**
- **I (low)** is recommended for first-time use.
- Increase to **II (high)** pressure over time, if you prefer – or as instructed by your dental professional.

---

**Insert Tip:**
Select the appropriate tip and insert into the unit. Press firmly until the tip clicks into place. Gently pull on tip to confirm it is seated properly and locked in place.

**Caution:** Do not press tip eject button while unit is running.

---

**Adjusting Pressure:**

- When using the Water Flosser, it is recommended to start on the lowest setting (I).
- Increase pressure gradually to the desired level.

---

**Insert Battery Pack:**

1. Slide battery pack into handle, lining up the arrows and rotate clockwise until it locks into place. The arrow on the battery pack will line up with the lock symbol on the back of the Water Flosser.
2. Plug charger into standard electrical outlet. Line up arrow on the battery pack with arrow on the charger labeled “insert” and insert battery pack. Rotate battery pack until arrow lines up with arrow labeled “charge.” Green light on the charger will illuminate.
5 Technique Tips for Best Results:

To confirm correct water temperature, turn unit on and run water into hand and adjust water temperature as desired. Turn unit OFF.

Aim the water stream just above the gumline at a 90 degree angle.

Starting with the back teeth, follow the gumline and pause briefly between teeth.

Continue until all areas around and between teeth have been cleaned.

Always place tip in mouth before turning unit on.

Prior to turning unit on, place tip in mouth, aim tip toward teeth, and turn unit ON.

6 Tip Removal:

To remove the tip from the handle, press the tip eject button and pull tip from the handle.

7 REGISTER YOUR PRODUCT ONLINE NOW!

Receive up to $44 in savings on the purchase of additional Waterpik® products.

www.waterpik.com/registration